
Power Platform is the industry leader of automation, as it offers a practical approach to 

how we communicate with our data.  It is utilized by big ‘3’ auto daily to manage and give 

visibility to engineering and business processes. Solutions are truly scalable and integrate 

well, eliminating the tech debt that was the burden of past customization.

– Automotive Manufacturing Web Applications Developer 

– Automotive Manufacturing Web Applications Developer 

Improving Data 
Management & THE
Patient Experience
in the Healthcare Industry

Microsoft's Power Platform enables organizations to 
analyze data, build solutions, automate processes, 
and create virtual agents — saving your 
organization both time and money. 

Adapt, grow, gain insight, and solve business problems faster 
and smarter with Microsoft’s Power Platform. 

The Power Platform offers low-code/no-code solutions that are easy to 
implement.  It contains many actions and connectors, which makes import-
ing/exporting data, and ways you report/save/work with the data stream-
lined and easier. The cost of ownership is low, and the tool is robust. It takes 
a practical approach to solutions and is easy to use and learn!" 

– Healthcare Technical Project Manager

Power Platform Use Cases
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Power Platform doesn't just manage the robust solutions, it can 
also create scheduled reminders for reporting efforts, data 
collection from collaborators, and tasks to ensure deadlines are 
met. With the high demand and flow of data in the healthcare 
industry, the Power Platform is the solution to utilize and stay 
ahead of data and not drown in it. 

Efficiency

With Power BI, you have visual representations of data at a glance 
with real-time statistics. You can understand real implications and 
make informed business decisions from discovered insights. The 
Power Platform is a one-stop solution that is customizable for your 
specific organizational needs and processes. 

Usability

Routinely, there is a need to update Excel documents, send PDFs to suppliers, and manually 
approve processes. This can be loathsome, time-consuming, and can sit stalled waiting on 
approvals. With Power Platform, it’s easy to automate the routine creation of PDFs and 
documentation from Microsoft Office and send it through an approval process. Approvals 
are handled in actionable emails (depending on your Outlook version) and can be approved 
"on the go," meaning on any device where you can access your email. This means quicker 
turnaround times to get those urgent changes approved and communicated out to your 
internal team and external partners.

Save Time

Learn how Interlink's experts can help your 
organization leverage the Power Platform today! 

Interlink's Power Platform offering can transform the way your 
business operates. From setting up governance and use cases 
to deep application development, we will work with you to 
implement and optimize this powerful set of tools in your specific 
environment. Contact us today!

L

Use Cases

The healthcare industry demands data to be readily available, secure, and compliant. 
From clinical data to operational and internal information, being able to effectively 
manage data — with no margin for error due to auditing and regulatory standards 
— can be challenging. The Power Platform offers scalable solutions to automate 
processes, view reports, and stay secure. This saves your organization time and 
mitigates risk. 
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The 'Power Platform is a collection of four Microsoft products: Power Automate, Power Apps, 
Power BI, and Power Virtual Agents. You can connect the Power Platform to Office 365, 
Dynamics 365, Azure, and hundreds of other apps to build end-to-end business solutions 
and gain insight into your organization's data.  

Quickly build low-code + mobile-friendly apps that connect to 
your data sources or extend functionality, which empowers your 
organization to solve business challenges and streamline processes. 

Microsoft's Power Apps allows everyone to build and share low-code applications. 
Your organization can start building and launching apps through a simple platform 
with prebuilt templates as well. Connect your data sources through Power Apps to 
create solutions that scale to meet your organization's needs. 

Power Apps

Easily build chatbots to engage conversationally with your 
customers and employees – no coding required. 

Quickly create AI-powered chatbots that can resolve common issues and answer 
questions around the clock — saving your team time and empowering your organization 
to work more productively. 

Power Virtual Agents

Automate workflows directly in your apps with a no-code approach 
that connects to hundreds of popular apps and services. 

Save your organization time and boost productivity by streamlining repetitive tasks 
and paperless processes. Refocus your attention on what is important by leveraging 
the intelligent workflows of Power Automate. 

Power Automate

Experience your data – your way. Unify data from many sources 
to create interactive, immersive dashboards and reports that 
provide actionable insights and drive business results. 

Microsoft's Power BI is an interactive business analytics tool that provides rich 
visualizations and self-service business intelligence capability. It allows any user to 
build powerful reports and dashboards to provide valuable insights into their data. 

Power BI
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